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Abstract
The San Luis Obispo Botanical Garden (SLOBG) is a non-profit organization that provides a place
for visitors to connect with and explore nature. The sponsors from SLOBG sought an interactive
physics display to be implemented in their children’s garden that will educate children and adult
visitors about physics concepts in a welcoming and comfortable atmosphere. The research done
showed that customers are looking for a “wow” factor with the display to surprise and engage
them. Patents showed the design and build of interactive playground equipment. Government
reports described the curriculum for the target audience and also outlined the safety precautions
that should be implemented in the design. Existing products provided the team with inspiration for
successful physics exhibits. Brainstorming sessions, ideation prototypes, and design matrices
helped to identify the strongest design ideas and ultimately choose the final concept design, the air
cannon. A refined concept prototype was built to illustrate the components of the design and
showcase the functionality and feasibility of building and implementing the structure at SLOBG.
Computer aided designs were modeled to further illustrate the concept with the materials, structure,
and functionality the team considered. Further iteration is seen in the final design, shown in a
computer aided design, and pictures of the cannon installed. Descriptions of the cost analysis,
manufacturing, and design justifications support the specifications and feasibility of the design and
are also written in enough detail with supporting documents to ensure that an outside source is able
build the air cannon. Design verification was demonstrated through product and user testing under
COVID-19 guidelines and justifies the final prototype. Project conclusion and reflections are
included, and future recommendations for the sponsors are listed.
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1. Introduction
The San Luis Obispo Botanical Garden (SLOBG) is a natural space that incorporates plants from
five of the major Mediterranean climate zones and provides a place for people of all ages to connect
with and explore nature. SLOBG wants to expand their children’s garden through the addition of
an interactive physical science exhibit for children and adults. There are many museums,
playgrounds, and parks that have interactive science exhibits already. However, these existing
products and exhibits do not fully satisfy the customers' needs and wants. The goal for this project
was to create a unique, interactive physical science exhibit that creates an inviting learning
experience for people of all ages, backgrounds, and abilities.
In the Introduction, there is a description of the sponsor, their need, and the main goals for this
project. The Background section demonstrates the research conducted in multiple fields related to
the project. The research conducted includes an interview with the sponsor, interviews with local
parents, similar products, related patents, and government and research reports related to the
subject. The Objectives section addresses the project scope. The Concept Design section outlines
the design process from functional decomposition, brainstorming, ideation, modeling, idea
refinement, idea selection, to concept prototype, and concept CAD model.
The Final Design section outlines the updated design for the air cannon with a detailed explanation
of what parts and materials were chosen, the safety, maintenance, and repair considerations, and a
summary of the cost analysis of the final design. The plan for component outsourcing,
manufacturing, fundraising, and assembly is detailed in the Manufacturing Plan section. The
Design Verification Plan section gives an overview of how the final design will be tested and
inspected to verify that customer needs are satisfied. The process for this project is explained in
the Project Management section along with future steps leading to the Final Design Review. The
Conclusion provides a summary of this document.
A series of technical documents are attached, including a Quality Function Deployment House of
Quality document used to evaluate customer needs, pictures of existing alternative products, a
functional decomposition tree, documentation of ideation sessions, pictures of concept modeling,
matrices for decision making, preliminary testing/analysis, Indented Bill of Materials, Drawing
Package, purchase list, brief specifications for components, annotated analyses, Failure Modes &
Effects Analysis, Design Hazard Checklist, Design Verification Plan, and a Gantt chart to outline
the timeline of the project.

2. Background
In the first stages of the design process, the most important part is searching for relevant research
that will help define the problem and show any current products on the market. In this section, the
research done to understand the problem as well as the existing solutions will be discussed.

2.1 Interview with Sponsor
In the initial interview with San Luis Obispo Botanical Garden (SLOBG), the problem definition
was clearly stated so that there was a mutual understanding of the outcomes of this project. SLOBG
wants the installation of a physics exhibit next to the Children’s Meadow to teach basic physics
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concepts through interactive means (Clements; Vigil). The current space includes imaginative
areas for children to play and has an area next to it that is designated for the Physics in the Garden
exhibits. The designated space for the exhibits is currently covered with coyote brush and small
trees, which SLOBG is able to provide volunteers to help clear out the area. Talking to Eve Vigil,
the founder of SLOBG, she wants a physics exhibit that is interactive and accessible to people of
all ages. Growing up, Ms. Vigil said that she was always intimidated by science, physics included,
because it seemed like something only “smarter” people could understand. A Physics in the Garden
exhibit would introduce these physics concepts in a fun and accessible way so that children of all
ages are able to interact and learn from it.

2.2 Existing Designs and Patent Research
To gain more insight to how the problem posed by San Luis Obispo Botanical Garden (SLOBG)
could be solved, research was done to look at any existing designs and patents. For the existing
designs, interactive museums and exhibits that taught science principles were researched. Some of
the most relevant designs came from The Robert and Mary Galvin Physics Forest in the Kidspace
Children’s Museum in Pasadena, CA. This interactive, outdoor space has 12 hands-on exhibits that
teach fundamental physics concepts to all ages of visitors. While the scope of this project is a lot
smaller than what the Galvin Physics Forest encompasses, a lot of inspiration can be drawn from
those exhibits. The two exhibits that resonated with the team the most included the pulley and the
air cannon, since both were extremely interactive and could be used by people of all ages.
Appendix A includes pictures of the existing designs of interactive science exhibits that stood out
the most to the team during this research phase.
Another aspect of background research included a patent search to see what kind of other solutions
had already been designed. While there were no current patents on any sort of interactive physics
exhibits for children, multitudes of playground patents were found. The innovative playground
equipment designs each have aspects that the team wants to include in the design of this project.
First, the Interactive Activity System is a patent with key characteristics of generating electricity
through mechanical means and then storing the energy and using it in another part of the
playground (King, 2012). This patent sparked inspiration for having a sort of energy conversion
in the brainstorming of designs later on. Next, the Interactive Water Play Apparatus and Methods,
patent number US757191B2, had elements that encouraged team play with multiple play elements
at different elevations in the exhibit. The elements had to be activated before triggering the next
event (Weston, 2009). The key ideas that were shown by this patent were the interactive
components actively encouraged team play, which could be a part of the design for this project.
A patent that has a playground powered by a pulley, called A Descent Play Apparatus, had key
characteristics of being able to be used by anyone of all abilities and employed gravity as the
driving force (안동기, 2004). Next, the Automatic Returnable Baby Cable Rail for Free Sliding
Down, patent number WO2005092459A1, used accumulated energy of a pulley to enable the
automatic return of the slider (Kermek, 2005). From this patent, the idea of having a sort of
automatic return was appealing for this project, since there would be no need to “reset” anything.
Finally, the Brackets and Bracket System for Assembling Playground Equipment patent was a
strong and stable bracket system designed for modular equipment, so anyone would be able to
2

assemble it (Gadd, 2013). This patent gave important concepts of how the team might go about
constructing the design to be safe and strong.

2.3 Government Guidelines, Reports, and Standards
Government reports and guidelines that will need to be considered in the design of this project
were also included in the research process. The main target age group for the users are 3rd through
6th graders. To better understand the concepts the children are learning, standards from the
California Department of Education were studied. While the standards varied throughout each
grade, common topics included energy transfer, forces, and the engineering design process
(“NGSS for California Public Schools, K-12”). A report from the Consumer Product Safety
Commission includes various tests done on playground surfacing materials and includes standards
that playgrounds must meet in order to be called safe (CPSC Staff).
Looking over the text, the Playground Inspection, Maintenance, and Operation reading goes over
the standards of upkeeping playgrounds. This will assist in understanding and including training
for the maintenance staff at SLOBG to be able to competently conduct routine inspections (Eager,
David). These inspections will allow for the play structure to always be at utmost safety for the
children. Also, going through a study of how children commonly get injured from play on a
playground will help the team know what to look out for when designing the exhibit (Kittleson,
Christopher H.).
According to an article from the National Safety Council, almost 80% of playground injuries are
caused by falls. This NSC article also establishes a few standards for playgrounds to prevent
injuries, such as having at least 6 feet of clearance in all directions around each structure, covering
the ground with a minimum of 12 inches of loose landing material, providing guard rails for
platforms higher than 30 inches, and limiting openings to be less than 3 ½ inches or greater than 9
inches to avoid head entrapment (Staying Safe of Playgrounds).
The American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) has a set of standards that are applicable
to this project. ASTM F1487-17 outlines the safety and performance standards for public
playground equipment safe for the target age for this project. ASTM F2075-15, F2479-17 F301214, F2223-19a, and F1292-18 discuss the various surfacing materials that are appropriate for
structures of various activities and heights. ASTM F1951-14 discusses the minimum requirements
structures must comply with in order to be accessible (Russotti).

2.4 Interviews with Customers
As part of the research process, interviews were conducted with local parents and a local fourth
grade student. The parents interviewed included Nicole Wahl, a young mother with two boys under
the age of four from Atascadero, Erika Scotti, a young mother with a three-year-old daughter from
Paso Robles, Suzie Heckman and Julie Smeltzer, mothers with five kids spanning large age ranges
who have lived in SLO Country for over 30 years, and Autumn Heckman, a 10-year-old 4th grader
from Atascadero. Based on the interviews, it is apparent that many locals are not aware of the
Children’s Garden offered at SLOBG because they have not brought their kids to visit and did not
think of it as a place for children. When asked what they think of when they think of physics for
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kids, the most common responses were swings, spinning objects, Newton’s Cradle, weights, and
balance.
Each of the people interviewed shared that they have a lot of educational toys at home, including,
but not limited to: kinetic sand, water beads, bottle rockets, building blocks, collapsible tunnels,
spinning tops, and an expanding and contracting ball. Of the customers interviewed, their favorite
playground activities were the swings, the merry-go-round, the seesaw, the spinning seat, and the
zipline. The customers’ main concerns at the playground are falling and pinching, and they
recommended avoiding steep, narrow slides, and slides with rollers. Qualities that were important
to the customers interviewed were accessibility, appealing to multiple senses, safety, ability to be
done independently without parents help, and the “wow” factor of doing something seemingly
impossible. The parents would like to be able to be involved, but also be able to step back and
allow their children to do it independently. It was also desirable that more than one person at a
time can interact with the exhibit. Unanimously, the most important thing is that the exhibit
showcases something unbelievable, being able to do something that does not seem possible. The
concerns, ideas, and desires learned from these interviews will be used to shape this project
(Heckman, A.; Heckman, S.; Scotti; Smeltzer; Wahl).

3. Objectives
The goals, evaluation criteria, and deliverables for this project are detailed in the following section.
The problem statement, customer needs and wants, boundary diagram, and quality function
deployment (QFD) process are described in detail.

3.1 Problem Statement
The problem statement for this project includes designing an interactive play exhibit that teaches
a physics concept and creating signage with a low-level explanation of the concept demonstrated,
along with a QR code link to a more detailed explanation or further resources to learn more.
Currently, San Luis Obispo Botanical Garden (SLOBG), has a children’s garden with various
attractions. They wish to integrate an interactive play exhibit that will make physics concepts
inviting and less intimidating.

3.2 Customer Needs and Wants
After speaking with the sponsors of this project, the customer needs and wants were clearly laid
out. The most important aspect of the project is focused on safety, since this will be a public
installation that the community will interact with. Beyond that, the exhibit must be interactive and
include signage that will explain the physics concept that is demonstrated. On the signage, there
must be a QR code that will take the user to a more in-depth explanation. The sponsors want the
exhibit to be durable and include instructions on the maintenance and replacement of parts. No
electricity or water will be needed to run the exhibit, since there are no outlets close to the allotted
space and water would be difficult to keep sanitary. The final exhibit will be accessible, interactive,
and educational.
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3.3 Boundary Diagram
The boundary diagram in Figure 1 explains the boundaries in which the project will be
implemented in. The factors that can be changed and the permanent features that will factor into
the design are also included.

Figure 1. Boundary diagram used to design the scope of the project.
The boundary diagram for the project shows the land that was set aside by SLOBG in the
Children’s Sage Meadow. The external features that will affect the project is the size of the plot,
which is 15’ X 25’ and has a slight slope. The ground consists of clay substrate. The blue dotted
line encompasses the factors that can be controlled. The coyote brush seen in Figure 1 above can
be removed to clear the land for the structure. The ground can also be leveled to reduce the need
to factor in the slope into the design. The plot of land resides next to the walking path allowing for
ease of access and encouragement to interact. The visitors will play a part in the design as their
age and physical capabilities must be considered to create a design that will be effective and
sustained. A sign explaining the structure and the physics concepts will be placed next to the
structure in English and Spanish.

3.4 Quality Function Deployment (QFD)
The Quality Function Deployment (QFD) process was used to determine what specifications were
needed in the design of our project. The customers’ needs including durability, safety, interactivity,
and learning, were all taken into consideration before deciding on what specifications would be
important to the project. The complete QFD House of Quality can be found in Appendix B,
showing the relationships between the different sections. In Table 1 below, the specifications for
this project are detailed.
5

Table 1. Specifications table.
Spec. #

Parameter Description

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Size
Weight
Sensory Test
Meets Curriculum
Kids Heights to 95th Percentile
Build Time
Maintenance Time
Production Cost
Fall Distance
Interaction Time
Able to be Made in Shop

Requirement
or Target
15’ x 25’
2000 lbf
Not sharp
Go/no go
Go/no go
2 days
20 minutes
$500
6 ft
5 minutes
Go/no go

Tolerance

Risk

Compliance

±10 ft2
±1000 lbf
n/a
n/a
n/a
±2 days
±10 min
±$500
-6 ft
-2 min
n/a

L
L
L
L
M
H
L
H
L
M
H

I
I
T
S
I
A
T
I
I
T
T

The specifications that will need to be met are listed in the parameter description column and the
requirement or target that the design is aiming for is shown next to it. The tolerance shows the
maximum and minimum values of the target. The risk column details how difficult it will be to
verify the parameters listed, which are assigned as either High (H), Medium (M), or Low (L). The
compliance describes how the parameters will be tested. These methods are Analysis (A), Testing
(T), Similarity to Existing Designs (S), and Inspection (I). Research was done to determine the
requirements for the maximum Fall Distance (“Safety: Preventing Falls”) and target Interaction
Time (Day2DayParenting).
A description of each specification is written below in more detail:
1. Size – The size of the exhibit must be within the bounds of 15’ x 25’.
2. Weight – The total weight of the exhibit needs to be around 2000 lbf, so that transportation
is possible.
3. Sensory Test – The entire exhibit must be free of sharp corners, splinters, and anything that
will snag.
4. Meets Curriculum – The physics concept shown in the exhibit must meet the California
Department of Education curriculum for 3rd to 6th graders.
5. Kids’ Heights to 95th Percentile – The design of the exhibit must accommodate the range
of kids’ heights to include the most amount of people that will be able to use the exhibit.
6. Build Time – The amount of time it takes for the structure to be built on site, considering
the parts will be built before hand, and factoring in the time it takes to assemble.
7. Maintenance Time – The amount of time it takes to conduct maintenance on the structure
once implemented into the garden and how often.
8. Production Cost – This is how much the team predicts to spend on materials, inspection,
and outsourcing to build the structure.
9. Fall Distance – The maximum height a 3rd-6th grade child is able to fall without severely
injuring themselves, thus putting a limit on the maximum height for the structure.
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10. Interaction Time Control Test – User test to see how long potential customers will interact
with the product to gage how engaging the structure is.
11. Able to be Made in Shop – The structure must be able to be built with Yellow Tag access
to the Cal Poly Machine Shops if the component is not being outsourced. Yellow Tags
grant the student to all machines in the shop including milling machines, lathes, and
welding machines.

4. Concept Design
An accumulation of all the brainstorming sessions, initial general research, and constant flow of
ideas resulted in concept designs for this project. Starting with a functional decomposition tree and
brainstorming, ideation models were created and presented to the sponsors. Then, the top ideas
were analyzed using design matrices and discussed with the sponsors to decide the final design
direction. This section details the process for how the design direction was ultimately chosen.

4.1 Functional Decomposition
To begin the design process, it is important to break down the solution into its most basic functions.
By outlining the main functions, the design process can be made into more manageable
components where ideation can be done on each function and more ideas can be generated. This
project was broken down into the following functions: attracts attention, encourages social play,
teaches physics, is safe, incorporates environment, and fits in the allotted space. A map of the
functional decomposition is attached in Appendix C. These functions were kept in mind in the
brainstorming phase to make sure the ideas would satisfy them.

4.2 Brainstorming
Brainstorming is a crucial part of the design process. There are many different forms of
brainstorming including braindumping, brainwalking, brainstorming, and brainwriting, along with
posing “how might we” questions and sharing “worst possible ideas.” Each brainstorming session
was facilitated by a different team member to allow for a large variety of ideas to be shared.
Braindumping is an exercise in ideation where each person silently unloads their ideas by writing
them down, and the ideas are shared after the set time has elapsed. For the braindumping exercise,
each team member recorded their ideas for an interactive physics exhibit in their section of the
logbook and shared their favorites. Some of the top ideas from the braindumping exercise included
an adjustable seesaw, a Newton’s cradle swing set, and a Rube Goldberg machine. For the
brainwalking exercise, the team had to get creative and they each started with a function, added an
idea, and passed them through a chat message to be built upon. The functions iterated on were
attracts attention, encourages social play, is safe, and teaches physics. This session inspired a
collection of ideas on how to make the exhibit attract attention, including making it large, brightly
colored, or incorporating an optical illusion.
Google Jamboard was used to execute the brainstorming activity by creating general post-its with
different physics topics where more specific idea post-its were added to the different topic
categories. The brainstorming session generated a wide variety of physics concepts which each
generated multiple specific project ideas. Tension and gravity generated ideas involving pulleys,
weights, balance, and mechanical advantage. The “how might we” question session was performed
7

in a similar matter by posting the questions on Jamboard and organizing them into related groups.
By the end of the “how might we” question session, most of the questions fell under “safety” or
“attract attention.” To execute the “worst possible idea” session, all team members verbally shared
their “worst possible ideas” while one person recorded them. This brainstorming exercise helps
stimulate creativity and provide “bad” ideas which can be altered into possible ideas by
acknowledging what makes them “bad.” From the “worst possible idea” generation, the team
learned about the many possible safety concerns that could result from some of the activities. The
brainstorming sessions led to an extensive list of diverse ideas leading into the modeling of basic
function prototypes. All of the ideas generated from the brainstorming sessions are included in
Appendix D.

4.3 Ideation & Modeling
After brainstorming, the team created function models to illustrate different functions and ideas.
The models were created using household craft materials like cardboard, hot glue, rubber bands,
and string. This helped the team explain their ideas to each other and to the sponsors and advisors.
Images of the concept models created are found in Appendix E. Each team member came up with
at least five concept models to demonstrate their ideas.
The top seven models were narrowed down to the dynamic seesaw, pulley lift, pulley tug-of-war,
air cannon, spring cart, Newton’s swings, and centripetal art. The dynamic seesaw concept had a
traditional seesaw as the base but had moving seats that could slide along the length of the seesaw.
This would give children and parents the chance to experiment with lever arms and see how they
could balance the seesaw with people of different weights. A more in-depth sketch of the dynamic
seesaw is shown in Figure 2 below.

Figure 2. Dynamic seesaw concept.
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Next, the pulley lift included a pulley system attached to a chair, where someone would be able to
lift themselves due to the advantage given to them by the pulleys. To increase the interactivity of
the exhibit, the pulleys would be able to be moved up and down with a lever system so that the
best configuration could be found. A sketch of the pulley lift is shown in Figure 3 below.

Figure 3. Pulley lift concept.
The pulley tug-of-war was a similar concept, where pulleys would give advantage to one side,
meaning that children would be able to easily beat their parents at the game. This design included
a modular component, where one person would be able to play by themselves. One side would be
able to clip into different weights, so the user could see how the pulleys make it easier to lift large
weights. Figure 4 below shows a detailed sketch of the pulley tug-of-war concept.

Figure 4. Pulley tug-of-war concept.
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The air cannon was a concept model that included a diaphragm on one end and a small exit hole
on the other end. Children would be able to build structures on a stand that could then be knocked
down with a blast of air shot through the cannon, demonstrating Bernoulli’s principle. Figure 5
shows a sketch of the air cannon without the stands where the structures can be built.

Figure 5. Air cannon concept.
The spring cart included a large spring that would be attached to a cart on a track, showing the
oscillations of the spring where the children could experience it by sitting in the cart. Eventually,
friction would stop the cart and the “ride” would be done. Figure 6 shows a sketch of the spring
cart concept.

Figure 6. Spring cart concept.
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The Newton’s swings concept involved hanging disks that children and parents could stand on,
which would then be brought up to one side with a motor. When the motor stops, the swings are
free to move back and forth and would simulate a pendulum wave. The Newton’s swings concept
is shown in a sketch in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Newton's swings concept.
Finally, the centripetal art concept includes a series of rotating pieces within a bigger rotating rig
that contains colored beads and creates an image when it rotates since a centripetal force causes
the beads to roll to the outer edges. The series of enclosed rotating pieces rotate using cogs in the
back, powered by spinning the entire rig itself. The centripetal art concept is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Centripetal art concept.

4.4 Refinement & Selection
Once the function design models were created, matrices were utilized to identify which designs fit
the criteria. The process included Pugh matrices, morphological matrices, and weighted decision
matrices to help with the design selection. Each matrix will be explored in the following sections.
4.4.1 Pugh Matrix
The Pugh matrix compared each design to a baseline design with it either being better (+), worse
(-), or the same (S) at meeting each criterion specific to the defined functions. The Pugh matrices
are found in Appendix F. Each design was ranked against each other based on their totals. This
process helped to identify the strong and weak points of each design. The Newton’s swings ranked
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the highest for “attracts attention” as it has moving parts, is a large-scale tabletop display, and
invokes curiosity. The pulley lift ranked the highest for “encourages social play” as it can
accommodate two people to be lifted and others to adjust the pulley configurations. The pulley lift
also ranked the highest for “teaches physics” because the user experiences the mechanical
advantage of pulleys firsthand while still being able to experiment with the pulley configurations.
The centripetal art exhibit ranked the highest for safety as there are low risk factors. The exhibit is
stationary on the ground and the moving pieces will be encased, preventing any major injuries.
The centripetal art exhibit also ranked the highest in “fits allotted space.” While all of the designs
fulfilled this requirement, the art exhibit would take up the least amount of space and does not
require a lot of vertical clearance compared to other structures. The Newton’s Swings ranked the
highest for “incorporates environment” because it is able to use natural materials and can account
for the slope of the space allotted for the project at the garden. The rankings were taken into
consideration moving forward and it allowed the team to evaluate the strong and weak points of
each design.
4.4.2 Morphological Matrix
As this project was open ended and allowed for different designs to achieve teaching physics
concepts in an interactive and welcoming manner, the morphological matrix was utilized to
illustrate the strengths of each design in respect to the functions. This highlighted the areas in
which each design exceled in and how aspects from other designs are able to be incorporated to
further improve the designs that ranked the highest. The team created two different morphological
matrices found in Appendix G. The first morphological matrix lists the different functions the
project must address and various solutions for each function. The second morphological matrix
lists the different functions of the project and ranks the top design ideas listed in the previous
section based on how well the concept fulfills the functions. This method helped the team identify
the strengths and weaknesses of each concept.
4.4.3 Weighted Decision Matrix
A weighted decision matrix was ultimately used to help the team decide on what design direction
they would be heading toward. Each concept was analyzed on a scale of 1-5 of how well they were
able to satisfy the given criteria. The criteria included safety, manufacturability, the ability to teach
physics, cost, and encourages social play among others. Each criterion was weighted on a scale of
1-5 with 5 being the most important criteria to consider. The full weighted decision matrix with
the top seven concepts is found in Appendix H.
To obtain the total scores for each design, the weight of the criteria was multiplied to the score
each design received for each criterion. Then the scores were added up to create the total design
score. The top three ideas in order from highest to lowest were the pulley tug-of-war, pulley lift,
and air cannon. The pulley tug-of-war ranked higher than the pulley lift, primarily due to the safety
of the design compared to the lift. While the concepts are similar in most aspects, safety was
deemed an important criterion, and therefore the pulley lift scored lower as there is a fall risk. After
deliberation, the team leaned towards the pulley lift as it was engaging, it promoted peer
interaction, and safety features could be implemented to ensure a plausible design. The team then
sought confirmation from the sponsors.
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4.4.4 Sponsor Feedback
After the weighted decision matrix, the sponsors were presented with the top three ideas to
ultimately decide on the direction that the concept design would follow. Following this meeting,
the air cannon is the concept that the team will be moving forward with. The reasoning behind this
decision was that the pulley systems required too much maintenance and the structures would not
fit well with the environment. The air cannon poses a low safety risk and utilizes air, a natural
element, to become cohesive with the garden. The team then conducted further research on air
cannons to be able to build the concept prototype and computer aided design (CAD) models.
Through building and testing of the concept prototype, the team confirmed that the design works
at small scale in an indoor environment. When the rod connected to the elastic diaphragm of the
concept prototype was pulled back and released, a gust of air shot through the exit hole and
knocked a folded card off a platform. Since larger scale models have been made, for example Steve
Spangler Science has made multiple air cannons out of trash cans, the concept has been proven to
be scalable (Spangler). The air cannon design is expected to be roughly the same size as an outdoor
trashcan, which is a size that has been proven to work and is large enough to provide the desired
“wow” factor. Other benefits of choosing the air cannon design are safety and manufacturability.
The air cannon is the safest design because it is not weight bearing, it does not create a fall risk,
and it does not have any loose weights. The air cannon design is optimal because it can be built in
the shops at Cal Poly, transported, and installed at the SLO Botanical Garden.

4.5 Concept Modeling and Computer Aided Design Modeling
For the concept model, a higher quality build than the concept models was needed. In order to
create the air cannon, old plastic containers were used for the body and the case around the
diaphragm. A plastic bag was used to simulate the flexible diaphragm and a hair band was used as
the elastic. A handle was connected to the diaphragm so the diaphragm could be pulled back
without actually physically touching it. To complete the air cannon design, a small hole was cut
out of the bottom of the container to simulate the small opening of the air cannon.
Some of the features of the design that were not in the concept prototype include a mechanism to
change the opening size and a swivel that the base of the air cannon will be attached to. The team
wanted a way to demonstrate the flow visualization, so for the time being, there are strings taped
at the opening of the air cannon to show when the airstream moves past the hole. Figure 9 below
shows all the features of the air cannon prototype which was made with a plastic container that
had a hole cut out of the bottom of it to be the exit hole.
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Figure 9. Concept prototype model.

Figure 10. Concept prototype demonstrating the diaphragm in the extended position.
Figure 10 above shows the elastics that are connected to the plastic bag diaphragm, which snaps
the diaphragm back into place after drawing it back. The front already had a big opening and is
where the elastic diaphragm pushes out the air in the drum. The encased diaphragm was important
to take into consideration for the target age group, since it would not only protect the diaphragm
from rough play, but also from environmental factors. Another feature of the pull-back rod was
tick marks that show how far back the handle is being pulled. This allows for a level of interactivity
with the users so they can test how the air cannon will produce different strengths of airstreams
with different set lengths of the handle being pulled back.
After creating the concept prototype, a computer-aided design (CAD) model was employed to
show the air cannon in more detail. The CAD model of the air cannon shows the swivel feature
that was not in the concept prototype. This model is a higher quality depiction of what the team
envisions the air cannon to look like. After this rendering of the concept model, stress analysis will
be used as the next step to make sure that the air cannon will not fail under large loads. An isometric
view of the air cannon is shown below in Figure 11 and a component labeled model in Figure 12.
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Figure 11. SolidWorks CAD isometric view of Air Cannon.

Figure 12. Component identification of the air cannon CAD model.
The rendering of the air cannon shows a slightly exaggerated tapering of the drum that is not seen
in the concept prototype. In the final design, there will be a slight taper to the drum of the air
cannon to guide the flow of air, but it will not be as dramatic as in the CAD model. The cannon’s
body is going to be some type of clear material such as acrylic or a plastic which will allow for the
user to see what is happening inside. The body will be attached using a bar to allow for aiming
variation in the up and down direction while the mount that the bar is connected to will allow for
aiming in the left and right direction.
The air cannon will be surrounded by three target stands of varying distances from the mechanism.
The stands will support lightweight building materials such as plastic blocks to allow the user to
create a structure that will be knocked down by the air pressure of the cannon. To prohibit the
visitors from taking the building materials, the objects will be tethered to the target stands that will
be anchored to the ground with cable. The setup and tether system are shown in Figure 13 below.
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Figure 13. Location and tether system of target stands.
The building materials allow for the users to interact with one another, encouraging social play.
They are also allowed to be creative with the structures that they build as there will be a variety of
materials they will be able to choose from. The swivel mechanism of the air cannon will allow the
user to turn the cannon to the desired stand. Additionally, the different distances of the stands allow
for variability and experimentation for the user.

4.6 Risks & Unknowns
Before purchasing materials, prototyping, or testing, the team assessed any risk factors and
unknowns that could happen with the air cannon design. The Design Hazard Checklist in Appendix
I identifies any major risk factors and how they can be avoided. A concern is how much pressure
the air cannon will release and if it can be harmful if the user comes into the direct airstream.
Another safety concern are the pinch points posed by the rotating base to allow the air cannon to
rotate to face different target stands. Wind and other environmental conditions that are out of the
team’s control pose as a concern for the design and functionality of the air cannon. If it is too
windy, the air cannon may not be able to produce a strong and direct gust of wind to knock down
the structures. This issue will need to be addressed to ensure the design does not fail.
Another concern was the possibility of dirt and foreign materials to be placed in the exit hole of
the air cannon, ruining the integrity of the display, and potentially harming the functionality of the
air cannon. The exit hole also has the potential to be large enough for a child to stick their hand or
even their head inside, which poses as a safety risk if the air cannon is used when a body part is
inside. A possible solution is adding mesh to the exit hole, prohibiting the invasion of foreign
objects. This however could affect the power and air flow pattern of the air cannon. Further
research and testing will be conducted to find solutions to these risks and unknowns. Periodic
completion of the Design Hazard Checklist will be implemented when alterations to the design
occur, continuously checking the design and ensuring safety is paramount.
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5. Final Design
This section discusses the final design of the air cannon and includes what parts and materials were
chosen with considerations into the safety, maintenance, repair, summary of the cost analysis of
the final design, and details of the structural prototype. Changes made during manufacturing and
testing resulted in a different final design than originally planned. Justification for these changes
is included along with the final model.

5.1 CAD Model Before Manufacturing
The final selected design for the air cannon includes the desired aesthetics while still ensuring that
the air cannon is accessible to use for the target demographics. The air cannon will be comprised
of many components including: the main drum body, exit holes, a housing that includes the
diaphragm, bungee cords, pull-back rod, window, drum support, swivel mount, vertical support,
and target stands. The three target stands will be placed at varying distances away from the air
cannon with 3D printed blocks tethered onto the stands to be set up as the targets. The housing of
the air cannon will be attached to the main drum body with hinges and toggle latches around the
circumference of the drum. The diaphragm will be secured around the outside of the housing with
a hose clamp. The air cannon assembly can be seen in Figure 14 below, with the subsystems
labeled.

Figure 14. Air cannon assembly shown with computer aided design.
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5.1.1 Main Drum Body
For the main drum body, the diameter will be 24” and the length of the cylinder will be 27”. The
drum shell will be made out of white PVC with a thickness of 0.687” with a clear acrylic panel
attached to the end. This will allow for users to see through the barrel to the connection of the
housing. The exit hole adjustment design has been updated from a slider mechanism to a freeswinging avocado shaped window with a smaller size orifice. This adjustable orifice will also be
made of acrylic and will be held in place with metal rails at the bottom. This will ensure that the
velocity of the air stream will still pass through the exit hole without interfering with the freeswinging piece. The exit hole sizes include a 5” diameter hole that will be cut into the acrylic panel
and the smaller 2” diameter will be on the adjustable orifice. On the other end of the main drum
body are the fasteners that will connect the main drum body to the housing. This includes three
draw latches and a mount hinge, to allow for easy access for maintenance. At the same time, locks
can be strung through the holes in the draw latches to mitigate public interference. Figure 15 below
shows the components of the main drum body subassembly.

Figure 15. Labeled components of main drum body subassembly, including closeups of the draw
latches and mount hinge.
5.1.2 Housing
The housing subassembly will be encased in the same white PVC used in the main drum body
subassembly. The components within the housing include the diaphragm, pull-back rod, bungees,
and a grommet. The diaphragm will be secured with a hose clamp wrapping around the outside of
the housing shell, which will also allow for easier maintenance should the diaphragm need to be
replaced. The diaphragm will have a metal grommet in the middle, to act as the stopper for the
pull-back rod. The grommet is the component that will bind the diaphragm, pull-back rod, and
bungees together as one subsystem. Thus, all these parts will move together both as the rod is
pulled back as well as snapping forward when it is released.
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The bungees that will be used in the design include carabiners on both ends that will be attached
to L-brackets, which are not shown on the CAD, on the inside of the housing shell. Because of
these carabiners, the bungees will not be able to be strung through the pull-back rod, and instead
they will be wrapped tightly around the pull-back rod. There is still testing that will need to be
done to make sure that this method of connection between the bungee and pull-back rod remains
secure even through many repeated uses. Figure 16 below details the housing subassembly’s
separate components.

Figure 16. Housing subassembly shown with the labeled components.
One of the most important aspects of the housing subassembly is the pull-back rod, since this is
what the users will be interacting with constantly. The 3D printed pull-back rod needs to have one
end of the round knobs detachable, to allow it to be connected to the diaphragm. To achieve this,
a threaded insert will be placed into the rod. Then, a counterbore will be placed into the detachable
knob. The screw that is secured in the counterbore will be able to connect the knob to the rod. An
exploded view of the pull-back rod subassembly is shown in more detail in Figure 17 below.

Figure 17. Pull-back rod subassembly showing the threaded insert and fasteners.
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5.1.3 Mounting System
The mounting system consists of a vertical metal pole that will be 6’ in length, with 3’ of the pole
getting cemented into a hole that will be dug into the ground. This will provide a sturdy base for
the air cannon. Next, a bearing pole mount will be manufactured to fit into the metal pole as well
as the flange bearing. The bearing pole mount will be secured to the bottom stand with bolts. On
top of the flange bearing lies the top drum support, which will be created from stock metal. This
drum support will have a curvature on top to meet the curvature of the drum while remaining flat
on the bottom to attach to the flange bearing. Figure 18 below shows the subassembly of the
mounting system as well as an exploded view to show how the parts will come together.

Figure 18. Mounting system subassembly with labeled components.
5.1.4 Target Stands
The target stands will be made out of wood. The wood stands will have a wood base attached on
top, where the targets can be placed. The targets will be cardboard boxes, a material approved by
the sponsors. These targets are relatively inexpensive and can easily be replaced if the public were
to misplace the targets. Figure 19 below shows a model of the target stands subassembly.

Figure 19. Target stand subassembly with labeled components.
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5.1.5 Structural Prototype
The main purpose of the structural prototype was to test the scalability of the air cannon, since
only a smaller concept prototype had been made. Due to COVID-19 restrictions on parts ordering,
many parts that were needed to test the structural prototype were not able to be delivered in time
to make the intended design. However, there were still aspects about manufacturing and scalability
that provided significant insight.
Starting out with an empty salt barrel drum 22” in diameter and 30” in length with one open end,
an exit hole was cut out of the closed end with a jigsaw. This proved to be more difficult than
anticipated, since it was extremely difficult to turn the jigsaw smoothly, resulting in a jagged,
uneven circle. After this manufacturing experience, the design was changed so that the end plates
would be bought separately, allowing for precise cuts using a laser cutter. A grommet was attached
to a large trash bag acting as the diaphragm. Because the bungees that were ordered did not come
in time, a single bungee was utilized. Figure 20 below shows the final structural prototype that was
created. As the figure on the right shows, the circle that was cut with the jigsaw was still uneven
after using Dremel tools to sand it down.

Figure 20. Structural prototype created using a salt barrel drum to test scalability of design.
Though the structural prototype that was built was not as robust as planned since not all parts were
delivered in time, the information learned from it was still relevant to refining the final design. The
acrylic sheets used for the end caps and the laser cutting of the circle provided easier manufacturing
processes for a better end product. Further, the polyethylene plastic of the salt drum was considered
as an alternate material to an acrylic drum body, but the thin walls proved to be too flimsy to use
in this design. With the structural prototype completed along with hand calculations shown in
Appendix J, there is confirmation of the final design.

5.2 Materials and Parts Justification
For each component in the final design, the materials and parts were carefully selected to create
an optimal design that would meet all the desired specifications while still staying within this
project’s budget. The materials and parts of the most important components of the air cannon
design are discussed below.
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5.2.1 Main Drum Body
The main drum body has been chosen to be made of Schedule 40 PVC that is 24” in diameter and
36” in length. Originally, the main drum body was planned to be made from acrylic and be
completely clear. However, since the cost of a cylinder needed for this project turned out to be
significantly out of budget, different options were explored to stay within budget while hitting all
of criteria. The white PVC that has been chosen is durable and strong enough to withstand the
loads of the bungee. Table 2 below shows the different factors that were considered when choosing
the final material that the drum body would be made from. Because of the relatively high ultimate
tensile strength and yield strength of PVC when compared to acrylic, this was the most logical
option to move forward with since it was obtained through donation.
Table 2. Comparison of acrylic, polyethylene plastic, and PVC as materials for the drum.

Clear

Wall
Thickness
[in]
0.125

Outer
Diameter
[in]
24

White

0.250

22

1100

3340

235

White

0.687

24

7790

8000

0

Material

Color

Acrylic
Polyethylene
Plastic
PVC

Tensile
Yield
Strength Strength
[psi]
[psi]
8990
9400

Price
[$]
8000

5.2.2 Diaphragm
The diaphragm material was chosen to be made from ultra-thin natural rubber sheets. The elastic
material meant that the bungee mechanisms planned for the final design could be removed. This
simplified the attachment methods of the diaphragm, so this ultimately was the best option. Before
choosing the rubber sheets, other options for the diaphragm material included ripstop Nylon fabric.
The natural rubber sheeting was advantageous to the design because it not only eliminated the
complex attachments in the previous iteration, but also can stretch up to six times its length. This
worked well for the diaphragm, because it created a large enough change in volume to create a
forceful push of air at the exit hole of the air cannon. Table 3 below shows the comparisons of
price, strength, and weight of the different options that were considered for the diaphragm. While
the natural rubber has a lower tensile strength and yield strength compared to the ripstop nylon,
this is preferred because it indicates the elastic nature of the material.
Table 3. Comparison of natural rubber to nylon fabric for the diaphragm material.
Material
Natural Rubber
Nylon

Tensile Strength
[psi]
4000
69000

Yield Strength
[psi]
6240
72500

Weight
[lb]
0.029
0.007

Price per ft2
[$/ft2]
2.24
2.20

5.3 Safety, Maintenance, and Repair Considerations
One of the most important aspects of this design is the safety of the users. The safety of the design
was analyzed by creating a Failure Modes and Effects Analysis, which is attached in Appendix K.
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Through this analysis, the possible ways that the design could fail, how this would affect the user,
and how to mitigate the most critical potential issues were considered.
Most of the failures of high importance to the project revolves around the repeatability of the
results, the attachments of the parts, and the ability to withstand extreme loads, which will be
mitigated and analyzed further with testing of both the Structural and Verification Prototype. To
minimize misuse cases with the users, the swivel mount of the air cannon will have resistance to
turning, so it cannot rotate at too high of a speed that could potentially injure users.
To keep the maintenance of the air cannon as minimal as possible, the housing was made to be
detachable from the main drum body using hinges. Thus, the interior of the drum body can be
cleaned out if needed. This also enables easy replacement of parts should they wear through
repeated use. The diaphragm, pull-back rod, and bungees can all be replaced with this feature. To
prevent users from opening the housing, locks were put onto the toggle latches so that only certified
personnel can access the interior of the air cannon.

5.4 Summary Cost Analysis
After sourcing the components, the total cost of this design came out to around $1,050, this
includes all shipping fees and costs from the structural prototype. The bulk of the cost came from
the diaphragm material ($80), polycarbonate sheets for the end plates ($200), wood for target
stands ($150), stock metal needed to create the drum support ($200), and the low-carbon steel
vertical support ($40). Additionally, the cost of all the needed fasteners was around $75. Due to
the generous donation of the material for the main drum body, the project did not exhaust the
budget.
This project was allocated $500 from the Cal Poly Senior Project Budget. San Luis Obispo
Botanical Garden also allocated $2,000 of their budget for this project. Only approximately $550
was used from the SLOBG budget, therefore the remaining funds could go towards future
maintenance and upgrades. Table 4 below shows an approximated breakdown of project costs not
including materials purchased for the structural prototype or the hidden shipping costs.
Table 4. Approximate costs of each component needed to create the air cannon (excludes
shipping and costs for structural prototype).
Component
Main Drum Body
Stock Metal
Vertical Support
Diaphragm
End Plates
Flange Bearing
Target Stands
Target Blocks
Fasteners
Total
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Price [$]
0
200
40
80
200
25
120
30
140
835

5.5 Final CAD Model
Throughout the manufacturing and testing process, there were changes that had to be made to the
planned final design. This section goes through each of those changes with justification. The
biggest change that took place during manufacturing was the diaphragm subassembly and the
connection between the main cylinder and the housing. These changes took place after talking with
Eric Pulse, one of the shop technician managers at Cal Poly, since it would be easier to
manufacture. It also provided a more secure connection for the diaphragm to stay in place, while
also eliminating a more complicated attachment system. Figure 21 below shows the final CAD
model of the entire assembly with labels to the major components.

Figure 21. Final CAD model of the air cannon assembly with the major components labeled.
5.5.1 Main Drum Body
In the final design, our main drum body was 24” in diameter, 28” long, and had a 0.5” thickness.
The front panel was secured with more screws than initially planned, to ensure that there would be
less air gaps between the polycarbonate panel and the PVC. The avocado-shaped adjustment hole
was also changed to not include a slider rail, because it was found that the force of the air was not
significant enough to bend the polycarbonate a significant amount. The larger exit hole was 3.5”
and the smaller exit hole on the adjustment hole was 1.5”. These sizes were changed after
discussion with the sponsors over concerns of hands and arms getting stuck in the exit holes.
Further, the connection to the housing was changed from a flat connection to a male-female
connection. For the main drum body, a lip along the outer diameter of 0.25” was routed to create
the male connector side. Also, the latch system comprised of three toggle latches served to connect
the main drum body to the housing. This was due to a change in the support saddle design, so the
toggle latches changed to accommodate it.
5.5.2 Housing
The changes made to the housing were significant compared to the planned final design. After the
male-female connection was decided for the main drum body and the housing, the lip along the
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inner diameter was routed. A diaphragm ring was cut out of plywood to secure the diaphragm to,
and this ring was sandwiched between the housing and the main drum body. This ensured that the
connection was flush, and the diaphragm was secure. The back polycarbonate panel was waterjet
cut to have an aesthetic design because there was a vacuum in the drum otherwise. This was
discovered during testing, so the cutouts were a simple and effective way to overcome the problem.
Again, there were more screws in the final design, due to wanting a secure connection between the
polycarbonate panel and the PVC. An exploded view of the housing is shown in Figure 22 below.

Figure 22. Exploded view of the housing with the components labeled.
The pull-back rod was also changed from the original design. After speaking with shop technicians
on the available 3D printers on campus, they did not recommend using 3D printing because the
lifetime of the pull-back rod would be too short. Thus, the pull-back rod was switched to being
made of a metal rod with threaded ends, and two threaded ball-knobs to connect to either end. The
end that the users would be interacting with was coated in Plasti-dip so the handle would be more
comfortable to use, as well as preventing the public from unscrewing the ball knob from the rod.
Figure 23 below shows a model of the pull-back rod with the end attached to the diaphragm being
able to unscrew.

Figure 23. CAD model of the pull-back rod, with one end able to be unscrewed.
5.5.3 Support Saddle
To create more support and even weight distribution, the support saddle was implemented into the
final design instead of the round-to-flat connection. The round-to-flat connection proved to be an
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inferior design as it would have been difficult to manufacture, and it did not provide enough
support to the PVC pipe. A galvanized steel sheet was purchased and cut to length then bent in
two locations using the brake in the machine shops. To protect the metal and the users, a plastic
rubber coating was painted onto the support saddle giving it a sleek, black appearance.

6. Manufacturing
Due to the circumstances of COVID-19, the design of the air cannon was intended to involve a lot
of outsourcing of components. For the components that were not available through outside
vendors, the materials or components were purchased with minimum modification. This section
outlines where the components were purchased from, how the components were manufactured,
where the funding for the project came from, and finally how they were installed at the San Luis
Obispo Botanical Gardens. The overall Indented Bill of Materials (iBOM) outlines the materials
and components, in their assembly and subassembly levels. This iBOM is found in Appendix L.

6.1 Outsourcing & Budget
For this project, the team was granted $500 from the Cal Poly Mechanical Engineering
Department. After discussing the budget with the sponsor and advisor, SLOBG was able to adjust
their budget for this year to include $2,000 for this project. The project did not exceed the allotted
budget and there was no need for further fundraising. The purchase list for all materials is found
in Appendix M. The project was under budget by $1,500.
Many of the components and materials for the prototype were purchased from hardware stores,
such as Home Depot and Lowe’s. All the fasteners were ordered from McMaster-Carr. Some of
the more unique components were easily available from Amazon. The large plastic cylinder that
is the main drum of the air cannon is a 24” diameter Schedule 40 PVC donated by GAR Bennett.
The flange bearing used in the swivel mechanism was purchased from VXB Ball Bearings. Many
of the components were implemented as they come, but some needed to be modified for use in the
air cannon. For example, the polycarbonate sheets were ordered from Home Depot, then
the water jet was used to cut them to size and make screw holes for easy installation onto the main
cylinder of the air cannon. Materials were purchased through Cal Poly until the initial $500 Cal
Poly Senior Project Budget was used. When the $500 of Cal Poly allocated funds were used, the
remainder of purchases were processed through the San Luis Obispo Botanical Garden’s
purchasing process.

6.2 Manufacturing
The manufacturing of the air cannon is broken into three main subassemblies: main drum, support,
and target stands. These subassemblies and detailed manufacturing plans are laid out below. The
drawings of the assemblies, subassemblies, and parts, as well as the specification sheets for the air
cannon are found in Appendix N.
6.2.1 Main Drum & Housing
The base for the main drum is Schedule 40 PVC which has a diameter of 24 inches and a length
of 38 inches.
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Step 1: To make the main cylinder, the PVC was cut using a jigsaw 28" from the end and leveled
using an orbital sander and Dremel as shown in Figure 24. The excess length of 10 inches was
used for the housing component of the air cannon.

Figure 24. Sanding the housing using an orbital sander and a Dremel.
Step 2: The router table was used to remove ¼" from the outer diameter of the PVC at a depth of
¼" to create the female mating connection to the housing.
Step 3: The router table was also used to remove the ¼" from the inner diameter of the housing at
a depth of ½" to create the gap for the diaphragm and the male connection to the main cylinder, as
shown in Figure 25 below.

Figure 25. Using the router table to create the male and female mating connection on the
housing and main cylinder.
Step 4: During manufacturing of the mating connection with the offset router, there were two spots
where the lip chipped. To fix this, epoxy putty was used to fill the chipped areas and was cleaned
with the Dremel as shown in Figure 26.
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Figure 26. Applying epoxy putty to clean up the edge of the housing.
Step 5: A drill with metric drill bits was used to make M5 pilot holes for the latches, purchased
from Amazon, to be secured to the housing and main cylinder. The process is shown below in
Figure 27.

Figure 27. Drilling the pilot holes for the latches to be installed on the housing.
Step 6: A drill with fractional drill bits was used to make the ½" holes for the bolts that secured
the support saddle and bearing to the main cylinder.
Step 7: A drill was used to make 0.14” pilot holes in the end of the main cylinder and the housing
for attaching the end plates.
Step 8: As a donation, the main cylinder and the housing were painted for free by TnT Auto Repair
in Paso Robles to meet the aesthetic specifications. The final paint job is shown in Figure 28.
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Figure 28. Painted housing and main cylinder after being picked up from TnT Auto Repair.
6.2.2 End Plates & Hole Adjustment Plate
The end plates and hole adjustment plate were cut from 36” x 30” polycarbonate sheets purchased
from Home Depot.
Step 1: Two 24-inch diameter circles were cut out of polycarbonate sheets using the water jet
which serve as the front and back-end plates. Twelve 0.14" holes were water jet evenly spaced
around the circumference of the plates to allow for screwing to the PVC cylinder.
Step 2: The water jet was also used to cut the 3.5” diameter exit hole and two ¼" holes for the pin
barrel screws on the exit end plate. The exit end plate is shown in Figure 29.

Figure 29. Exit end plate after being water jet.
Step 3: A 0.75” hole for the pull-back rod and an aesthetic air flow design was cut from the
housing end plate using the water jet. The housing end plate with the air flow pattern is shown in
Figure 30.
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Figure 30. Air flow pattern cut in housing end plate using the water jet.
Step 4: The circular polycarbonate plates were secured to the ends of the PVC cylinder using ¼"
tamper resistant screws.
Step 5: The hole size adjustment plate was cut from the polycarbonate sheet using the water jet.
The cuts include an avocado shape, a 1.5” diameter exit hole centered in the lower section, and a
¼" hole for the pin barrel screw. The hole adjustment plate is shown in Figure 31 below.

Figure 31. Hole adjustment plate after being water jet.
Step 6: The hole size adjustment plate was attached to the polycarbonate plate at the exit end of
the cylinder using the barrel screw pin ordered from McMaster-Carr.
6.2.3 Diaphragm & Pull-back Rod
The diaphragm was made using ultra-thin natural rubber and the pull-back rod consisted of a
connecting rod with threads on the end and two ball knobs, all purchased from McMaster Carr.
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Step 1: The diaphragm was made from ultra-thin natural rubber that was cut down to roughly 26”
in diameter.
Step 2: The pull back rod consisted of an 18” long ½" diameter connecting rod with threads on
the ends and two threaded hole ball knobs that screwed into the rod.
Step 3: The connecting rod was cut down in size from 2” of threads to ½" so there would be no
excess threads after the ball knobs were connected.
Step 4: The diaphragm ring that fits into the housing was cut out of plywood using a jigsaw as
seen in Figure 32. The ring was cut with an outer diameter of 24” and the thickness of the ring was
around ½".

Figure 32. Cutting the diaphragm ring using a jigsaw.
Step 5: The diaphragm ring was sanded down with a belt sander and the diaphragm was attached
with staples.
Step 6: One end of the pull-back rod with the attached ball knob was rubberized by using Plastidip in a can through 3 even coats as shown on Figure 33.

Figure 33. Pull-back rod and ball knob getting rubberized with Plasti-dip.
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Step 7: The pull-back rod was then attached to the diaphragm by tying a zip tie around the ball
knob.
6.2.4 Support Saddle
The support saddle is made up of a galvanized metal sheet that was cut and bent with holes drilled
at the center to connect to the vertical support with the usage of a flange bearing. Figure 35 at the
bottom of the page depicts the angle the support saddle should be bent at and the length of the
flaps.
Step 1: A 48” width by 24” height galvanized metal sheet with a 0.13” thickness was cut down
to a width of 30”.
Step 2: The metal sheet was put on the metal bender to get bends at 52° located 9” in on both
sides shown in Figure 34.

Figure 34. Bending the metal sheet using the brake.
Step 3: The edge that was cut was deburred using coarse files to reduce the sharp edge.
Step 4: Four ½” holes were drilled 4” apart from each other in a square formation for the flange
bearing to connect to.
Step 5: The flange bearing was connected bottom side up to the support saddle using four ½”13 screws with lock washers and a nut on the opposite end to prevent the screws from loosening.

Figure 35. Metal sheet portion of support saddle bent at an angle.
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6.2.5 Vertical Support
The vertical support consists of a metal pole, a machined bearing pole mount, and a flange
bearing that connects to the PVC cylinder.
Step 1: A 3 ½" diameter stock aluminum round was turned on a lathe. One end was turned for a
length of 1 ¾" and a diameter of 1 ¼" to fit into the flange bearing. The other end was turned for
a length of 3” to a diameter of 3 ¼" to fit inside the steel vertical support pole. Figure 36 shows
the turning steps for the bearing pole mount.

Figure 36. Process for turning the sock aluminum tube into the bearing pole mount.
Step 2: A ½" hole was drilled and tapped in the side of the 3 ¼" section ½” from the top. A drill
press was used to pilot and drill the hole. A bottoming hand tap was used to thread the hole. This
was for a bolt to lock the position with respect to the steel vertical support pole. The drill press
process is shown in Figure 37 below.

Figure 37. Drill pressing the pilot hole in the bearing pole mount.
Step 3: A 3 ½" diameter galvanized steel tube was used as the vertical support. A hand drill was
used to drill a ½" hole in the side ½” from the top to be used for a bolt to lock the position with the
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bearing pole mount. A center punch was used to first locate the hole, then a hand drill was used
with various drill bits that increased up to ½” in diameter. The process is depicted in Figure 38.

Figure 38. Hand drilling the galvanized steel pipe.
Step 4: The bearing pole mount was inserted into one end of the 3 ½" galvanized steel round tube
and secured with a ½" bolt and tightened with a wrench. The subassembly of the bearing pole
mount, galvanized steel pole, and bolt is shown in Figure 39.

Figure 39. Subassembly of vertical support.
Step 5: The cylindrical side of the flange bearing was press fitted onto the 1 ¼" end of the bearing
pole mount and secured using the set screw included in the bearing.
Step 6: The support saddle was connected to the flat side of the flange bearing with four ½"
screws to allow the main air cannon to swivel.
6.2.6 Target Stands
The three target stands were from wood obtained from Home Depot.
Step 1: A vertical piece of 4”x4” treated wood was used to make the stand 36” tall, the height of
the air cannon exit hole from the ground.
Step 2: A flat piece of wood, roughly 12” x 12” was used as a platform to support the building
blocks. This wood was cut to length at Home Depot.
Step 3: The 12” x 12” piece was centered on to the end of the 4”x4” wood piece and attached to
the vertical wood piece with four 3" screws equally spaced from each other.
Step 4: The building blocks were cardboard boxes purchased from Amazon.
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6.3 Assembly
The three main subassemblies were assembled and stored in the Cal Poly Machine Shop space.
Once all three of the subassemblies were complete, they were transported to the site in the
Children’s Meadow at SLOBG. A 3-foot hole was dug on site and the vertical support was inserted
and secured with concrete provided by SLOBG. Similar holes were dug for the four target stands
at varying distances from the vertical support. Once the vertical support was installed and stable,
the main drum assembly was secured to it with screws. The building blocks were placed on the
target stand platforms.

6.4 Challenges and Lessons Learned
Regarding the specifics in the project itself, a huge chunk of time was lost with the diaphragm
material being difficult to determine. Further, there were many iterations of how the pull-back rod,
housing, and the diaphragm itself would be attached. Even when it was decided that a rubber
sheet was the best option, the thickness had to also be determined to make sure it was something
stretchy enough to create a significant change in volume while also meeting the lifetime
requirements. This led to the creation of the diaphragm ring, which had to be custom cut since the
PVC was not perfectly circular. Also, when using the router tool to cut the lip into the male and
female connections, parts of the PVC chipped off because of the high sensitivity of the tool. Thus,
epoxy was used as a quick fix for the PVC. It would have been beneficial for a more thorough
planning process.
Even though there were many setbacks and issues along the way that caused delays or complete
redesigns, the team learned valuable lessons. A common challenge was issues that were only found
by going through the manufacturing process. It would have been beneficial to thoroughly create a
list for manufacturing to make the process seamless, so no feature would be forgotten on the
project. There were a lot of processes that were not initially anticipated which consequently, led
to delays on parts being manufactured. Understanding the scale of the project was important
because while it seemed conceptually easy, the large scale of the air cannon made it difficult to
work with.

6.5 Future Production Recommendations
Due to the limitations brought on by COVID-19, the final prototype had certain components that
were altered or modified from the original plan to meet the deadline while following health and
safety guidelines. The latex sheet used for the diaphragm was predicted to be the first piece to fail
over time due to repetitive use. The latex sheet was secured by stapling the material to the
wooden diaphragm rings, visible to the user. To make this more aesthetically pleasing, fabric or
more latex material could have been glued over the staples to mask them. The diaphragm rings cut
from plywood were not cut with a constant inner or outer diameter. Because the PVC pipe was not
perfectly circular, it was difficult to create a ring with a constant inner diameter. This does
not hinder the performance of the air cannon, but because it is visible to users, a cleaner finish
would be more aesthetically pleasing. Using the water jet to cut the rings out first, then adjusting
to the asymmetrical nature of the PVC would have produced cleaner diaphragm rings, but due to
time constraints, this method was not feasible.
The PVC was coated in paint used for boats and cars. During manufacturing, assembly, and
installation, the paint scratched off the PVC in some places, which was not ideal. Also, the inside
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of the PVC was not painted, which allowed for a brighter look on the inside to highlight the
mechanisms that create the burst of air. However, because the inside was not painted, scratches
and blemishes were visible. For future production, the inside of the air cannon can either be cleaned
or painted in a light color. A paint sealant that is scratch resistant can also be added on top of
the paint to prevent the paint from being removed.
To make the air cannon more kid-friendly, the bare metal parts of the air cannon can be coated in
colored rubber paint, like the material playgrounds are coated in. This would not only protect the
metal from any corrosion that may occur over time, but also make it safer to touch when in
direct sunlight. The pull-back rod was coated in a similar rubber paint, but while dipping, the paint
was not coated across the entire rod due to limited application techniques. If time permitted, the
colored rubber paint would have solved this minor inconvenience.
The pull back rod is secured to the diaphragm with a zip tie around the shaft with the diaphragm
wrapped around the ball end. Due to time limitations for testing, the grommet method through the
latex diaphragm material to secure the pull back rod to the latex was not attempted. If time
permitted, and the method proved to be effective in creating a large enough pressure of air out of
the exit hole, then this route of manufacturing would be preferred for aesthetics and longevity.
Due to the difficult nature of manufacturing a flat edge on the housing and drum PVC pieces, small
air gaps between the PVC and the polycarbonate end plates allow for air to exit in places other
than the exit hole. While not ideal, the gaps do not affect the exit pressure and velocity of the air.
If more time permitted, the PVC could have been cut to be level or sealant could have been added
in the gaps to prevent air from exiting at undesirable locations.

7. Design Verification
To ensure that all aspects of the design are verified and that they meet their specifications set by
the team and sponsors, a detailed list of tests was created. The Design Verification Plan (DVP)
documents all the tests conducted with the prototypes to ensure that the design has met the
determined goals. It also includes a formal statement that the design does or does not meet the
specifications. The DVP can be found in Appendix O. The tests used to verify the design are
described in detail below.

7.1 Specifications
When the specifications were first set by the team, the exact physics concept was not chosen, so
the specifications were generalized. The specifications defined included: size, weight, meets
curriculum, meets target demographic to the 50th percentile, build time, maintenance time,
production cost, fall distance, interaction time, and ability to be made in the machine shop. The
team tailored the specifications to the air cannon design which included accuracy, repeatability,
withstands loads, maintenance time, air pressure, air distance, and interaction time. Each
specification has a detailed test description, how it will be measured, the acceptance criteria, the
required facilities/equipment, the parts needed, who is responsible for carrying out the test, the
time frame, and the results.
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7.2 Test Descriptions
The team broke the tests for verifying the specifications into two categories: numerical and
analytical testing and user testing. The numerical and analytical testing were tests that verify the
mechanical aspects of the design, while user testing was used to verify the product is a usercentered design. Testing procedures are described in further detail below. All test procedures and
the results can be found in Appendix P.
7.2.1 Numerical and Analytical Testing
The first specification is the accuracy of the air cannon. The test that was conducted by setting the
target three feet away from the exit hole of the air cannon. The pull-back rod was pulled back to
various distances in one-inch increments. Three runs were conducted for each pull-back rod
distance. A pass or fail result was recorded for each run at each distance. For this test, the air
cannon and the targets were needed, and the test was conducted outside the Cal Poly Mustang 60
Machine Shop.
Repeatability was tested by having four different users fully extend the pull-back rod five times
and see how many times the target was knocked down from a distance of three feet from the exit
hole. This test was conducted outside of Cal Poly Mustang 60 Machine Shop.
The ability to withstands loads was intended to be tested using a test case of up to 300 lbf hanging
off the end of the air cannon. The deflection of the air cannon and the base would be collected.
The main air cannon assembly would be needed to conduct the test and would take place at SLOBG
after installation with 300 lbf weights hanging off of the prototype.
The air distance from the exit was measured to determine where the target stands were located
relative to the air cannon. For the test, the target stands were moved back in increments of six
inches from the exit end of the air cannon until the target of known weight could not be knocked
off the target stand. The weight of the target and the maximum distance from the exit hole was
recorded. All aspects of the air cannon design were required for the test and was conducted outside
of the Cal Poly Mustang 60 Machine Shop.
7.2.2 User Testing
The interaction time between the air cannon display and the target audience of third through sixth
graders was tested. It was intended for a sample size of around 15 test subjects to engage with the
air cannon and observations on how long they were engaged and how long it took for them to
understand how to use the air cannon properly with provided instructions on the air cannon and
signage were to be recorded. The test subjects were intended to test the display outside with the
air cannon and the target stands at their determined distances in the Children’s Garden at SLOBG.
While the main audience for the air cannon are third through sixth graders, those performing
maintenance on the air cannon are also of importance when verifying the design. The maintenance
time was tested to see how long it takes to perform maintenance on the diaphragm and cleaning of
the drum. The maintenance test was conducted by two team members outside of Cal Poly Mustang
60 Machine Shop. The two members followed the instructions provided in the User Manual
included in Appendix Q and completed the designated steps. The time it took for them to follow
the instructions and complete the tasks was recorded for the maintenance time test.
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7.3 Results
The results for the test procedures described above are discussed in this section. They are split up
into numerical and analytical testing and user testing results. A summary of the test results is shown
in Table 5. A more detailed description of all testing information is shown in the Design
Verification Plan in Appendix O and each test procedure is written out in Appendix P. The team
assessed the potential risks and hazards of the air cannon and were able to conclude that there are
minimal risks towards the users. The list of risks is found in the Risk Assessment document found
in Appendix R.
Table 5. Overview of Analytical Test Results.
Test

Description

Pass/Fail

Accuracy

Aim and shoot air cannon at target stands from defined
distances

Pass

Repeatability

Measure of the strength of the airstream when rod is
pulled back 9 inches 5 times by 4 users

Pass

Withstands Loads

Test case of 300 lbf hanging off the end of the air
cannon

-

Air Distance

Test by moving stand further from exit end of air cannon
until block of known weight cannot be knocked off the
stand

Pass

Table 6. Overview of User Test Results.
Test

Description

Pass/Fail

Maintenance
Time

Testing the amount of time, it takes to do the
maintenance on the diaphragm, Checking the lifetime on
the diaphragm to approximate the amount of time in
between maintenance appointments.

Pass

Interaction Time

User testing to see how long they are engaged and how
easily they can use the air cannon correctly

-

7.3.1 Numerical and Analytical Testing Results
The majority of the tests were conducted outside of the Cal Poly Mustang 60 Machine Shop. The
main equipment used was a tape measure, and scale. The tape measure was used to measure the
distances between the air cannon exit hole and the target and to measure the pull-back rod distance.
The scale was used to measure the weight of the cardboard box used as a target for testing. The
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cardboard box used for testing weighed 0.07 pounds. Based on the results of testing with this box,
it was decided to purchase similar cardboard boxes to use as the targets.
For the accuracy test, all three runs failed for pull-back rod distances less than seven inches. Once
the pull-back rod distance was at seven inches, two runs passed while one failed. All three runs for
the pull-back rod distance of eight and nine inches passed. This test confirmed that when the pullback rod is at full distance, it produces accurate results. Figure 40 below shows the measurement
of the pull-back rod distance for this test.

Figure 40. Measuring the pull-back rod distance for the accuracy test.
Uncertainty analysis was done for this test because it involved the most measurements factored
into the total uncertainty using the root sum square method. Distance measurements were made
with a tape measure for both the distance from the exit hole to the target and for the pull-back rod
distance. The tape measure used for testing had a resolution of 1/32 of an inch. The uncertainty
due to the resolution of the tape measure is half the resolution. Therefore, all distance
measurements have a resolution uncertainty of +/- 1/64 of an inch. For this test, since two distance
measurements were made, but they are independent of one another, the uncertainties combine by
root-sum-square. The total uncertainty was calculated to be +/- 0.022 inches. The calculation is
included in Appendix P.
For the repeatability test, the target block, weighing 0.07 pounds, was set up three feet away from
the exit hole of the air cannon. The target was knocked down for each of the five runs completed
by the four different users. The air cannon passed the repeatability test. The setup of the
repeatability test is shown in Figure 41 below.
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Figure 41. Measuring the distance from the air cannon exit to the target for the Repeatability
test.
The withstands loads test was not able to be tested because the concrete was not fully cured. If the
test were to have been conducted, the concrete would not be at full strength and the extra stress
would have caused it to crack. In order to retain the strength of the concrete, the test was forgone.
Since the test procedure has been written in detail, the test could be conducted by the sponsor after
the three-week cure time for the cement to reach full strength.

Figure 42. Test set-up for the Air Distance test.
For the air distance test, the air cannon was set up outside the Cal Poly Mustang 60 Machine Shop
and a table with wood to set the target at the height of the exit hole was set up. The table was
moved away from the exit hole in six-inch increments and three runs were tested at each
measurement. The test was concluded when the target was no longer being knocked down. The
final distance where the target failed to be knocked down was four feet for the large hole. The test
was repeated for the smaller hole and failed at two feet. From the results of this test, it was
determined that the target stands should be placed within four feet of the exit hole. The set-up for
this test is shown in Figure 42 above.
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7.3.2 User Testing Results
For the maintenance tests, the criteria that deemed the test as pass or fail was a time limit of 15
minutes. For two people reading the user manual and following the instructions, the time it took
to remove the housing, clean the inside of the drum, replace the diaphragm, and put the assembly
back together had to be under 15 minutes. In the two trial runs completed by different pairs of the
team, both trials passed the test. Figure 43 below shows the pull-back rod being unscrewed from
the ball end to change out the diaphragm.

Figure 43. Changing out the diaphragm for the Maintenance Time test.

7.4 Incomplete Tests
Due to COVID-19 and the timing of the project, two of the planned test procedures were unable
to be conducted. The withstands loads test required body weight and a load of up to 300 lbf to be
applied to different areas of the air cannon. While installing the air cannon pole into the ground
with concrete, it was learned that the concrete would not be fully cured for two to three weeks
after. With this information in mind, the team decided to prioritize the integrity of the design over
testing. Preliminary hand calculations of the vertical pole support proved that the design would not
fail with a high safety factor. The second test that was unable to be conducted was the interaction
time test. Due to COVID-19, the team was unable to invite test subjects from the target audience
to play and interact with the final air cannon. Because of this setback, the team was not able to
determine if the design met the specification for interaction time.

7.5 Challenges and Lessons Learned
The main challenges for design verification were brought about by COVID-19. The interaction
time test was not able to be conducted under such circumstances, prohibiting the complete list of
specifications to be met. The concrete setting time also pushed the testing timeline and feasibility
back. Due to limited knowledge in concrete prior, not enough time was allocated for setting and
testing of durability. In hindsight, it would have been beneficial to seek professional advice on
aspects like the concrete setting time when writing the test procedure.
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8. Project Management
To ensure that the project stayed on track with the major milestones in the project timeline, there
were multiple tools that the team used. The major deliverables and their due dates are discussed
below. Further, the use of a Gantt chart on Microsoft Project organized the tasks needed to be
completed by each member of the team.

8.1 The Design Process and Deadlines
The design process encompassed three main phases: research, design, and building & testing. In
order to complete the project in the given time, the process created to deliver individual goals and
milestones was outlined. The first step was researching existing products, patents, government
reports, and standards. The team then gained a better understanding of the customers and defining
their needs and wants for the scope of the project. Using ideation techniques to come up with ideas,
the team used decision matrices to come up with multiple top ideas. After consulting with the
sponsors, the team chose to move forward with the final design direction of an air cannon. The
overall focus of the research phase, or Fall Quarter, was to define the scope, conduct research,
begin preliminary designs, and produce a preliminary design report. The second phase was
dedicated to building and prototyping the chosen design which happened during Winter Quarter.
Spring Quarter was the building and test phase where the final design was built, tested, and
installed at SLOBG. The key deliverables met for this project are shown in Table 5 below.
Designing and building yielded a structural prototype on January 26th, 2021 for the Critical Design
Review (CDR) on February 12th, 2021. The structural prototype was analyzed both physically and
on a CAD software as shown at CDR to the sponsors.
Material purchasing, along with Risk Assessment and Safety Review, was completed by February
18th, 2021. Manufacturing of the final prototype began March 2nd, 2021. Final prototype
construction continued through May 14th, 2021. Testing of the final prototype was carried out until
May 21th, 2021. The remaining weeks were used for compiling test results and analyzing them,
along with compiling the Final Design Review report and poster. The Senior Project Expo took
place on June 4th, 2021 to showcase the projects.
Table 7. Key deliverables and due dates.
Deliverable
Build Ideation Models
Build Concept Prototype
Preliminary Design Review
Build Structural Prototype
Critical Design Review
Manufacturing & Test Review
Build Verification Prototype
Testing
Final Design Review

Due Date
10/19/20
11/2/20
11/12/20
1/25/21
2/12/21
3/10/21
5/14/21
5/21/21
6/4/21
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8.2 Gantt Chart
For increased organization, key deliverables were shown in the timeline using Microsoft Project
to create a Gantt chart for organized scheduling and planning. The chart allowed for a streamlined
work process where start and end dates were laid out for tasks, everyone could see what they were
responsible for, and tasks were done with dependencies in mind for utmost efficiency. The Gantt
chart is located in Appendix S. Many things go into the Gantt chart, but the focus was on the
milestones that were set throughout the quarters. The main goal was to tackle all the task’s
predecessors to compile all that was required to reach the checkpoints in the project.

8.3 Organization and Communication
Organization was a key factor in the success of the project. In the beginning of the school year, the
team clearly defined roles for each member, the expectations the team had for each other, and how
issues would be resolved. These guidelines were outlined in a team contract to ensure each member
was held accountable. Team members were given roles that utilized their strengths, streamlining
the project. The team also implemented a buddy-system where each team member was assigned
to check in twice a week on another team member. This system allowed members to form a strong
relationship with one another, ensured the workload was not too overbearing, and acted as friendly
reminders to complete certain tasks by the team’s internal deadlines.
The team also utilized Microsoft OneDrive to store all documents pertaining to the project
including photos, CAD files, hand calculations, and documentation. Information was organized
into generic folders such as budget, photos, and CAD files. Weekly deliverables and
documentation the team was working on during a specific week was filed under the school quarter
and the week number. This allowed all documents to be stored in a logical manner for ease of
access and referencing for future needs.
The team was also active in a group chat where meetings were organized, brief information was
shared, and urgent decisions were discussed and made. Team members were active in updating
each other about their accomplishments for tasks and deliverables to ensure the team was up to
date. This reduced the amount of redundancy from team members and streamlined group
discussions during meetings.

8.4 Future Project Management Recommendations
While the project was fairly organized, there were some aspects that could have been changed and
improved on for future design projects. The OneDrive was organized neatly, but because most
documents were organized under week numbers, it would take time trying to locate old documents
for reference as it was difficult to recall what week the document was worked on. For documents
that would need to be referenced in important documentation, it would have been more logical to
organize in more specific folders.

9. Conclusion
The team was able to create a functioning mechanical air cannon for the Children’s Garden at the
San Luis Obispo Botanical Garden (SLOBG) and install it for public use. Seeing the project from
conception to installation provided insight into the iterative nature of the engineering design
process. The team was able to gain a better understanding of the steps and processes needed to
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create and justify a design that was centered around the target audience of elementary school
students. Keeping in mind the audience and the specifications of the project throughout the year
helped to guide the team in making design and manufacturing decisions.
Many aspects of the project could only be taught through hands-on learning. With this project,
components and designs were constantly being iterated on and modified to optimize further.
Altering the manufacturing plan to be achievable and logical happened many times during building
as the team ran into issues or deemed certain aspects not beneficial to the design. While the
situation due to COVID-19 was not ideal, the team was able to safely go into the machine shops
to manufacture the air cannon and assemble and install the display at SLOBG.
A huge motivating factor throughout this engineering design process was the understanding that
this product has the power to educate and inspire the next generation in STEM. From the
beginning, the goal was to create an interactive physics display that demonstrated the laws of
nature, bringing those that visit the garden closer to the great outdoors. The mechanical air
cannon the team built demonstrated Bernoulli’s principle in a simple and engaging manner, while
utilizing nature as the key component, contributing to the effectiveness of the display. This
physics display is able to engage visitors of the Children’s Garden to learn about a complex
engineering concept in a manner that is easy, interactive, and cohesive with the garden while
keeping safety paramount.

9.1 Lessons Learned
With any project, there comes design decisions and compromises. Given the timeline of the
project, feasibility had to be taken into account on a regular basis to ensure the project was going
to be successful but also completed in time for all project milestones. The team was forced to make
difficult decisions in what to prioritize, and as a result some aspects of the design were not as
refined as the team had hoped or were left out of the design completely.
The team was unable to coat all galvanized metal in a color rubber coating to make it more
aesthetically pleasing and inviting to children. This was because the time it would have taken to
set would have cut too much time out of the overall schedule, and as aesthetics were low priority,
this design decision was eliminated. The team was also not able to add a mesh covering over the
holes of the air cannon to prevent any foreign objects from entering the drum due to limited time.
This would be a good future addition.
One aspect that was discovered after the air cannon was installed, was that the bearing was not as
stable as it was first thought. Because the weight is not evenly distributed across the bearing, the
connections within the bearing itself tend to shift as the air cannon swivels. A greater investment
in a higher quality bearing would have been a good design decision to reduce the chances of injury
or damage.
Another aspect of the design that did not function as intended was the hole adjustment avocado.
Since the material, polycarbonate, was flexible, and it was only secured at one point, the plate
allowed air to not only exit through the hole, but the space between the end plate and the hole
adjustment avocado. The results were the opposite of what was to be expected based on the
preliminary analysis. Further engineering and attachment points could solve this issue.
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If the team were to do this project again, a few parts of the process would be changed. The
beginning of the project included a lot of research, ideation, decision matrices, and preliminary
designs. While these are important aspects in any design project, it was not as beneficial for the
team because the problem definition was too broad. The sponsors provided the team with creative
freedom to create a display showcasing a physics concept. While this was nice, it was hard to
conduct any solid research or preliminary designs on the final concept as the early phase activities
focused on deciding on a project. It would have been more productive to decide a physics concept
and project earlier on, rather than at the end of fall quarter, in order to be able to run through the
design matrices for the final design. The team felt there was not enough time for the structural
prototype and finalizing the materials because of this slight set back earlier on.

9.2 Next Steps
As the air cannon was the first, and only model to be produced by the team, there were some
modifications and recommendations for future improvements. The recommended next steps for
the sponsors are listed below.
• A spring encasing the pull-back rod in order to create a higher exit velocity and
•
•
•
•
•

hopefully achieve farther exit distances for the target stands.
Further testing on various exit hole diameters and creating a more stable mechanism
for varying exit hole sizes.
Incorporating a swivel stop on the bearing to prevent the air cannon from rotating 360
degrees.
Optimize the bearing-pole mount to further reduce any stress concentrations and
incorporating a press fit into the pole instead of a clearance fit.
Material testing on clear plastics that can withstand weathering, easily water-jet
cut, and scratch-resistant.
Investing in a higher-rated bearing to reduce the bending between the bearing parts.
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Appendix A: Existing Product Examples

Figure A.1. Air Cannon at Galvin Physics Forest (Air Cannon).

Figure A.2. Pulleys Activity at Galvin Physics Forest (Pulley Activity).

A-1

Figure A.3. Anamorphic Bench at the
Exploratorium (Anamorphic Bench).

Figure A.4. Balancing Ball at the
Exploratorium (Balancing Ball).

Figure A.5. The Force Course at the Do-Seum Figure A.6. Lift Yourself Designed and Built
(Force Course).
by Exhibiteers Inc. (Lift Yourself).

A-2

Appendix B: QFD House of Quality
Figure B.1. QFD for Physics in the Garden project.

B -1

Table B.2. Customer Needs and Wants list for QFD.
Needs and Wants
Within 15’ x 25’
Durable, Weather Resistant Material
No Sharp Corners
Cannot Snag or Have Splinters
Height of Components for Kids
Must be Interactive
Teaches a Physics Subject
Sustainable/Natural Materials
3rd-6th Graders as Target
Sign Explains Concept 3rd – 6th Grade
QR Links to In-Depth Explanation
Low Maintenance
Minimize Fall Hazard
Installation of Exhibit
Easy to Build
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Appendix C: Functional Decomposition Tree

C -1

Appendix D: Brainstorming
Brainwriting

D-1

D-2

Brainstorm
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Air cannon
• With building feature to knock stuff down
Pulleys for lifting yourself
Pulley system tug of war
• Kid could beat parent with leverage
Swing pendulum
• Stand/sit
Adjustable seesaw to teach lever arms
Balance beam
Spinning energy to motion
• Energy conversion
• Round about
• Bike spinning to lateral energy conversion
Light and shadows
• Light diffraction to cause gem to glow
• Sun dial
Sign should also be interactive
• Moving parts
Climbing
Pulley climbing/assisted climbing
• Opens doors for people with limited strength
Pulling horizontal motion
Merry go round safer and teaches centripetal force
Wave patterns with Christmas lights
Bike wheel on spinny chair
Pumping water to higher elevation
• Syphoning
Tilting on an axis
Moving axes
Ball canyon drop curve phenomenon
Loop de loop track
Balancing ball over airflow tube
Balance
weight differences
Center of mass
Drinking bird
Balance on finger
Wave pool but not with water
Sand vibrations waves
Spinning bucket but nothing falls out
Talking with cans and string large scale version
Giant slinky to show waves
Slinky drop bottom stays until top catches up

D-3

How Might We Session

Worst Possible Idea
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rollercoaster
Human launcher
Fire powered by music
Piano keys that blow bubbles when stepped on
Gyroscope for astronaut training
Gravitron spinning thing from the fair
Vertical skate ramp
Ramen shoot
Newton's cradle but with kids
Jump on tall pillars that move
Rock climbing wall
Centripetal bucket with the kid in the bucket
Operation style game but shocks the kid
Wipeout style obstacle course
Super tall, steep slide with aggressive turns
Loop de loop slide
Dunk tank
Hamster balls
Walk on water, glass, nails
Reading corner with physics textbooks with quiz
Escape room with physics questions
Roundabout powered by kids
Build your own truss over a moat of alligators, poison oak
Magnifying glass that will set you on fire
Mirror maze with lasers
Laying on a bed of needles
D-4

Brainwalking
•

Each person gets one function to start an idea off of and everyone builds on it through
chat

•

Attracts attention
o By being large
o Having an artistic component
o Being an illusion type of museum art that you can't see until you look at it at a
certain angle
o Some sort of trippy illusion when you are on the play-thing to cause visual
imbalance
o Super colorful to be intriguing
Teaches physics
o Demonstrate concept and can audibly have explanations throughout the
journey or signs following them throughout journey
o Tactile component to concept explanation
o Seemingly impossible visual demonstration
o Having the physics they are learning
o Simple phenomenon that they know and experience without really knowing it
Encourage social play
o Has multiple areas of interaction
o Include a sort of Rube Goldberg mechanism to incorporate all ideas and have
one part of the play not start until another one triggers it
o Have mechanism only work when multiple people are using it
o Make it so another person can experience the response or reaction from the
first person’s action
o Can only move to next part in chain reaction through interacting with a
component
Safety
o Have no sharp corners
o Choose materials that will not corrode or are more weather resistant
o Child can be more secure by using a seatbelt/harness system if structure
requires it
o Have no areas that can be climbed on that is above 6 feet

•

•

•
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Appendix E: Ideation and Modeling
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Appendix F: Pugh Matrix
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Appendix G: Morphological Matrix
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Appendix H: Weighted Decision Matrix
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Appendix I: Design Hazard Checklist
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Appendix J: Preliminary Analysis
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Appendix K: Failure Modes & Effects Analysis

K- 1

K- 2

K- 3

Appendix L: Indented Bill of Materials
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Appendix M: Purchase List
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Appendix N: Drawing Package
100000 Air Cannon Assembly
110000 Main Body Assembly
111000 Main Cylinder
112000 End Plate Assembly
112100 End Plate Drawing
112200 Hole Adjustment Avocado Drawing
113000 Housing Assembly
113100 Housing Drawing
113200 Diaphragm Drawing
113300 Diaphragm Ring Drawing
113400 Pull Back Rod Assembly
113410 Ball End Cap Drawing
113420 Main Shaft Drawing
113500 Back End Plate Drawing
120000 Base Assembly
121000 Drum Support Assembly
121100 Support Saddle Drawing
121200 Flange Bearing Drawing
121300 Bearing Pole Mount Drawing
121310 Bearing Pole Mount Specification Sheet
122000 Vertical Support Assembly
122100 Pole Base Drawing
122200 Concrete Specification Sheet
130000 Fasteners
132000 Nuts
132100 Latch Nut Drawing
132200 Bearing Nut Drawing
133000 Screws
133100 Latch Screw Drawing
133200 Bearing Screw Drawing
133300 Tamp-Res Plate Drawing
133400 Bearing Pole Drawing
134000 Washers
134100 Latch Washer Drawing
134200 Bearing Washer Drawing
135000 Pin Barrel Screws Drawing
136000 Toggle Latch Specification Sheet
140000 Target Stands Assembly
141000 Wood Base Specification Sheet
142000 Platform Wood Specification Sheet
143000 Blocks Specification Sheet
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Part Number: 113200
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Part Number: 1134210
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Part Number: 113420
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Part Number: 122200
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Part Number: 132100
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Part Number: 132200
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Part Number: 133100
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Part Number: 133200
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Part Number: 133300
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Part Number: 133400
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Part Number: 134100
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Part Number: 134200
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Part Number: 135000
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Part Number: 136000
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Appendix O: Design Verification Plan
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Appendix P: Test Procedure and Results
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Appendix Q: User Manual
This user’s manual includes instructions for product use and safety information. Read this section,
including all safety warnings, before using the air cannon.
Using the Air Cannon
In order to safely use the air cannon, remember to always have parental supervision when playing
with the air cannon.

1. Create a target or use the blocks provided at SLO Botanical Gardens by setting them up on
one of the three target stands.
2. For best results, make sure the target’s center is level with the exit hole of the air cannon.
3. After positioning, pull back on the pull back rod to the farthest point and release to get
maximum air flow.
4. Watch as the air flows out of the cannon and knocks down the target.
Replacing the Diaphragm

Follow these instructions to replace the diaphragm. There should be a minimum of two people
performing these tasks.
1. Remove the locks from the toggle latches using the keys provided.
2. While one person supports the housing, the other person will unhinge the toggle latches
from the hooks.
3. The person supporting the housing will move the housing to a flat surface, keeping the top
toggle latch upwards oriented when placed on the surface.
4. The second person will gently pull the diaphragm ring out of the housing, it should require
minimal force as it is nested in the housing.
5. Remove the diaphragm from the housing just enough to where a hand can access the pullback rod.
6. Readjusting the grip on the diaphragm to the pull-back rod ball and the other hand on the
pull-back rod, untwist the pull-back rod while keeping the pull-back rod ball in place. This
can be seen in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Demonstration of Step 6, unscrewing the pull-back rod.
7. Once unscrewed, remove the pull-back rod from the housing by pulling from the end that
sits outside.
8. Place the diaphragm on a flat surface with the threaded hole of the pull-back rod facing
down.
9. The housing can now be placed in a stable position, either with the clear end plate or the
mating end lying on the flat surface.
10. Using scissors, remove the zip tie around the pull-back rod ball.
11. Obtain the new diaphragm assembly and place over the pull-back rod ball, making sure the
ball is in the center.
12. One person gathers the diaphragm material around the pull-back rod ball while another
person secures a zip-tie around the diaphragm and the base of the ball until tight and the
threaded hole is still exposed. Cut off excess zip-tie material. See Figure 2.

Figure 2. Demonstration of Step 12, attaching the pull-back rod to the diaphragm.
13. The diaphragm is now replaced.
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Assembling the Diaphragm to the Housing
Follow these instructions to attach the diaphragm to the housing. There should be a minimum of
two people performing these tasks.

1. Place the housing on a flat surface comfortable to your height, either on the ground or on
a flat, elevated surface, with the top toggle latch facing up. One person will hold
the housing in this position.
2. The second person will hold the diaphragm assembly by the diaphragm ring, with the pullback rod ball threaded hole pointing away from you.
3. The person supporting the housing will place the pull-back rod, thread side in, through the
pull-back rod hole in the center of the clear end plate where the threaded side is sitting
inside of the housing.
4. The second person will grab the threaded end of the pull-back rod after it has been placed in
the housing and thread it into the threaded hole of the pull-back rod ball in the
diaphragm until fully secure.

Figure 3. Demonstration of Step 4, installing the pull-back rod and diaphragm into the
housing.
5. The second person will then insert the diaphragm into the housing and nest it into the lip
of the housing. Ensure the diaphragm ring is sitting flush to the housing lip. The person
supporting might have to apply a counter force to the housing when the diaphragm is being
installed to ensure equilibrium.
6. The diaphragm is now installed into the housing.
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Attaching the Housing to the Drum
Follow these instructions to attach the housing to the drum. There should be a minimum of two
people performing these tasks.

1. Hold the housing with the clear end plate closest to your body, with the toggle
latch hooks towards the top of the housing.
2. Slowly approach the mating end of the drum with the diaphragm side first, while aligning
the toggle latch hooks to the toggle latches. Make sure the housing goes above and nests
into the saddle support on the base.
3. Once close, mate the female and male ends of the cylinders. A second person will hook
and secure the three toggle latches.
4. If needed, twist the latches to length where they can latch onto the hook, closing the gap
between the housing and the drum.
5. Once the three toggle latches are secure and there is no gap, physical support from a person
can be removed.
6. Attach the locks to the holes on the toggle latches and secure with the key. Remove the key
and return the keys to the designated space where they will not be lost, but also not
accessible to the public.
Maintenance
When there is stray debris in the drum body or the diaphragm has been compromised and needs to
be replaced, then the air cannon will require maintenance. Any foreign objects put into the drum
body through the exit hole can cause safety issues during use. To remove the housing and clean
the drum body out, start by unlocking the locks attached to the toggle latches and release the
latches. Slowly take the housing off the saddle and place down on a flat surface. Clean out the
drum body and then follow the steps in Attaching the Housing to the Drum to put the air cannon
back together. Maintenance is also required if the diaphragm is compromised and needs to
be replaced. Follow the steps in Replacing the Diaphragm to successfully install a new
diaphragm assembly.
Replacing or Repairing Parts
The design of the air cannon was centered around concentrating the failure to one part, the
diaphragm. Since the diaphragm is the most likely part to fail, two replacement diaphragms were
provided. To replace the diaphragm, refer to Replacing the Diaphragm. Once the spare
diaphragms have been used, it may be helpful to refer to the Manufacturing section for the steps
to assemble a new diaphragm. The materials required for the diaphragm assembly and locations to
purchase from are included in the overall project budget included in Appendix M. To replace or
repair a part, other than the diaphragm, it may be helpful to refer to the Manufacturing section on
how it was created and installed. Most parts, aside from the diaphragm, are assembled with screws
or bolts, so replacement simply requires removal of screws, replacement of part, and reinstalling
the screws. For example, to replace a latch, remove the screws, replace, and reattach the screws
with their respective washers and nuts. To replace parts that were customized in the manufacturing
process, it may be necessary to contact the student machine shops.
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Appendix R: Risk Assessment
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